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1. In case of foreign object in the eye, what action should take?
a.Use uncleaned hand to remove the foreign object out of the eye
b.Use clear water to flush the foreign object out of your eye
c. Wear the safety goggles immediately
d.Close the eye and seek for help
2. When working at height, what safety precautions should be adopted
besides wearing a safety helmet?
a.Safety goggles
b.Cotton gloves
c. Safety belts
d.Hiking shoes
3. Which of the following types of fire extinguishers is not suitable for use
in fires caused by electrical failure?
a.Bromochlorodifluoromethane extinguisher
b.Powder extinguisher
c. Foam extinguisher
d.Carbon dioxide extinguisher
4. Understanding plans refers to:
a.Carry out the work casually
b.Carry out the work according to the model.
c. Carry out the work according to your personal preference
d.Carry out the work according to the building plan, model and
specifications
5. Which of the following must be done while at work?
a.Taking safety measures
b.Not carrying any identity card along
c. Not wearing any protective clothing
d.Scattering the tools and materials around
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6. What measures should be taken before laying ventilation pipe and
butiminous felt?
a.Divide the felt in cross shape
b.Divide the felt in "米" shapes
c. Divide the felt in squares
d.Divide the felt in "H" shapes
7. What preparation work must be done before construction work?
a.Wash hands
b.Clean the construction site
c. Check the working face
d.Wear protective equipment
8. Which of the following is the correct procedure of laying butiminous felt
around thrust block?
a.The installation must be completed all at once
b.No need to reserve any space for overlapping to avoid wastage
c. Complete the installation by three times separately
d.Ensure that there is sufficient space for overlapping and joints
9. What should be the proper procedure of laying butiminous felt on the
ground?
a.The felt should be applied in the direction of the floor drain
b.The installation must begin from the centre of the platform
c. The discrepancy of the overlapping joint should be at least 20 mm
d.The joints should not be aligned
10. How should the floor drain be handled properly?
a.The sealing should be loose
b.Only tapping with hands is needed
c. No overlapping is required for the base and surface butiminous felt
d.Secure all joints using a hand hammer
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11. How should the overlaps of each butiminous layer of ventilation pipe be
handled properly?
a.Rolling, hammering and sealing
b.With masonry trowel
c. With paint brush
d.With hands
12. What would happen if the butiminous felt could not fully cover the thrust
block?
a.There will be finishing
b.The stability of the joint would be affected
c. Poor appearance
d.Loose sealing
13. What is the effect of accurately cutting butiminous felt?
a.Produce more wastage
b.No wasted felts
c. No finishing or sealing is required
d.The finishing and sealing will be loose
14. In case of naked fire, what must be set in place?
a.Close the windows
b.Turn off the water tap
c. Fire extinguishers
d.Covering materials and power supply equipment
15. Which of the following tools must be approved by the Labour
Department?
a.Schmidt hammer
b.Concrete drill
c. Concrete drill bit
d.Nail gun
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16. A person should be serious at work and should uphold work ethics,
including:
a.Appropriation of other's property
b.Accepting money and other advantages
c.Craving for personal interest and neglecting the damages dealt to
others
d. Integrity that a person shall never accept illegal advantage and
responsibility
17. How should we maintain excellent self discipline while at work?
a.Be alcoholic
b.Smoking
c. Being late and leaving early for three hours
d.Overcome bad habits and be conscious about health
18. How can we enhance our skill level?
a.Comply with the superior's orders
b.Listen to others' opinions, keep learning and broaden our horizon
c. Maintain good attendance
d.Maintain low attendance
19. The "回" symbol on a hand tool represents _____.
a.Double insulation
b.A fire protection design
c. An explosion-proof design
d.An earthing connection
20. Which of the following is a work tool?
a.Safety goggles
b.Ear protectors
c. Air gun
d.LPG equipment
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